T he importance of a deposition cannot be underestimated. It can be a determining factor in whether a lawsuit is won or lost. Unfortunately, nurses are generally not prepared for the adversarial nature of a lawsuit.
Ideally, a deposition is a vehicle for gathering information. In actuality, it can be used to obtain information that is damaging to the opposing party's case (Oliphant, 1988) . For this reason, it is critical that nurses understand the process of giving deposition testimony and prepare for every facet of oral examination.
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guide the need for fairness, notice, equity, etc. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure govern most procedural questions in the United States District Courts. However, a great deal of interpretation and specification falls within each judge's discretion. Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure empowers the 94 United States District Courts to promulgate local rules that do not conflict with the Federal Rules. Thus, details such as the length of time for discovery, pretrial conferences, and number of interrogatories all may be specified according to local rules or custom (Dessem, 1992) .
The following outline summarizes the basic steps of pretrial litigation:
Filing a Complaint
This usually occurs after an attorney has completed sufficient informal .discovery (e.g., reviewed medical re- cords, spoken to the injured party and/or family members, discussed with an objective health care provider whether a good case for negligence exists). The complaint is filed with the court clerk, and notice is served upon each defendant.
Responses to the Complaint
The attorney(s) for the defendant(s) can respond in several ways. First, they may find that there is insufficient basis for a claim and move that the complaint be dismissed. Other options include putting forward defenses to the claim, e.g., that the client (or the plaintiff) assumed the risk. This can be shown by producing a consent form. Showing that the client did not comply with medical instructions could support a defense of contributory negligence.
Discovery
Discovery generally encompasses the following components: interrogatories (itemized written questions); depositions (described in detail in this article); examinations (inspecting, copying, or testing any tangible thing that may be discovered, e.g., photographs, videotapes, documents, or even a physical or mental examination of a party [Rule 34 FRCPI]); and admissions (formal requests for the opposing party to agree, or admit to, a factual element of the claim). The following areas are generally not discoverable: • Quality assurance measures, e.g., incident reports or minutes or meet-
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Sample Deposition and Trial Questions
goes to trial, and the witness then provides in-court testimony. There are several key differences in the format for obtaining deposition testimony and in-court testimony.
The deposition is taken at the request of opposing counsel for the purpose of discovering what a witness knows and how this may impact their case. Because it is generally conducted by the opposing counsel, the process of asking questions is called cross examination. Unlike questions asked at trial, questions asked during a typical deposition may pursue avenues suggested by each answer, and questions may be asked in a way that does not present an organized synthesis of the witness' knowledge.
At trial, however, witnesses are examined by their own attorney first; thus, there is an opportunity to logically and completely present the testimony. On cross examination, the attorney who took the deposition will attempt to use information from the deposition to limit or constrain the earlier testimony. The Table illustrates how this may be done.
The nurse in this example did nothing wrong. Unless a nurse is prepared to have any possible deposition statement brought up in court, this type of insinuation of inconsistency can certainly reduce confidence during trial. A good response would be to ask the attorney to read the deposition questions leading up to the statement and to explain that there was no opportunity to describe the multidisciplinary team process according to those questions.
CATEGORIES OF WITNESSES
Nurses in occupational settings could be witnesses in a wide array of circumstances. This list is not ex-claim exists. Thus, the information gained during discovery and depositions often makes or breaks a case.
Negotiation and Settlement
The vast majority of lawsuits are settled out of court. The results of a thorough discovery process can be invaluable during the negotiations for a settlement. Depositions, which include assessing the impression each witness will make in court, playa key role in evaluating the relative strength of each side's case.
If there is no settlement, the case
Sample Trial Questions
Your Attorney: "Please tell us how you set up the employee health screening policies that were in effect in 1992."
"We had a multidisciplinary health care team that met weekly for a period of 4 months. We consulted similar agencies and reviewed their policies. We also reviewed the current legal mandates with our in-house counsel." (This descriptive testimony continues until cross examination.)
"Nurse Jones, you just told the court that, in fact, the multldisciplinary team devised these policies, when in your deposition did you not say that you devised them based on your experience and education?"
Sample Deposition Questions
Attorney for "Well, exactly how long did you work for Royer as opposing party: their occupational health nurse?"
Nurse: "I was there for 6 years, and I would like to clarify that I was not the only occupational health nurse."
"And based on that experience you are prepared to tell the court that you are qualified to devise policies for employee health screening?"
"Yes, that experience combined with my education and other related work experiences."
Attorney for opposing party:
Nurse:
ings following an adverse incident.
• Conversations between witnesses and their attorney.
• Areas that constitute harassment or undue hardship (Feutz-Harter, 1993) . 4. Pretrial motions.
These are formal devices that ask the Court to control various aspects of the trial, e.g., timing, forum, or pretrial conferences. The most significant pretrial motion is the motion to dismiss the claim. A case can be dismissed if there is failure to state a claim or insufficient support that a haustive, but illustrative. 1. Party witness • Plaintiff The nurse may file suit against the employer. This could arise out of a civil rights complaint, e.g., discrimination or sexual harassment. • Defendant. Injured parties are learning the advantages of naming multiple defendants in a lawsuit. If they believe they have been injured during the course of evaluation or treatment in an employee health setting, they will likely name the corporation or employer, the nurse, and a physician, if one is involved in providing or supervising health services. Thus, nurses are increasingly being named as defendants in malpractice lawsuits, even if they were not directly negligent.
Material Witness
A nurse who has observed any incident that gives rise to a lawsuit may be subpoenaed as a material witness by either party. Even nurses who are not directly involved in an incident may be called as witnesses. The illustration above, of the nurse who helped write employee health screening policies, is a good example of this.
Treating Professional
Occupational health nurses are often called on to give testimony regarding an employee's condition or injury.
Expert Witness
An expert witness is a professional who has credentials setting them apart from the average professional and who gives an opinion on matters beyond the working knowledge of the average juror. Nurses often are hired by attorneys to evaluate cases involving nursing negligence within their area of expertise.
A plaintiffs attorney would be looking for a qualified nurse expert who believes that the nursing care in question fell below the standard of care. A defense attorney would want to find a nurse expert who could describe the standard of care and explain that the nurses in their particular case did not breach the standard of care.
PURPOSES OF A DEPOSITION
Preserves Testimony. If an attorney is concerned that a witness may be unavailable to testify at trial, a deposition can provide a substitute. It is testimony given under oath with the opportunity for cross examination; therefore, it meets threshold criteria of statements that are admissible as evidence, even if the person is not present in court. Situations that might prompt an attorney to preserve testimony through a deposition include an aging or ill witness, a witness who travels internationally, a witness who is extremely reluctant, or a witness who for any reason is unlikely to be reached at trial.
Locks-in Testimony. A deposition requires that a witness make a commitment to their story. This is particularly useful if a witness seems to be easily influenced or forgetful. It prevents a "change of heart" further into the pretrial process (Oliphant, 1988) .
Assesses Strengths and Weaknesses of Witness.
A deposition provides the opposing attorney an invaluable opportunity to assess the knowledge base of the witness. The attorney can find out such crucial information as how easily the witness is angered or whether the witness tends to ramble or is succinct and articulate. Both attorneys are able to get a feel for how well the witness can hold up under intense questioning. They will also be observing nonverbal behavior and general demeanor of the witness.
Obtain Admissions. Attorneys often use depositions to get admissions from the witness that compromise the witness' position. For example, a defense attorney may ask a plaintiff nurse expert:
Nurse Smith, you are saying that the nurses were negligent in not charting the location of Ms. Doe's chest pain. Did the fact that they failed to chart the location cause Ms. Doe any specific damage?
The nurse may concede that it did not.
On the other hand, the attorney for a plaintiff could ask an expert witness for the defense: "Nurse Johnson, what are the elements of a neurological examination?" The nurse lists the elements to the best of her recollection, then the attorney says: "o.K., show me in the record exactly where the nurses assessed each element of the neurological examination you just outlined?" The nurse would most likely not be able to find exactly that clear outline of a neurological examination. It would help the nurse to consider other ways to demonstrate the position that, indeed, the nurses had adequately as-sessed neurological status in the total context of care.
A further example of an admission is illustrating if a nurse who is suing for wrongful discharge has no answer to the following question:
Ms. Simpson, didn't your employer offer to continue your employment if you would work at one of the satellite clinics, and, in fact, you refused to negotiate in good faith regarding your employment options ?
Acquire Novel Information. One of the rewards of conducting thorough depositions is that important yet surprising facts may emerge. A client once made the startling revelation that he had been picking at his skin and had made his condition appear much worse because he was very angry at his employer for not being more concerned about his sensitive skin.
Impeach Trial Testimony. A goal of attorneys is to discredit opposing witnesses. A very simple way to accomplish this is to show that they are not consistent. If a witness says anything at trial that contradicts the deposition testimony, the inconsistency will certainly be pointed out by the attorney. It will be used to imply that if the witness told two different versions of the truth , then the witness cannot be trusted, even under oath.
Reveal Frivolous Claims. This is perhaps the most important reason for nurses to fully and competently participate in the discovery process. There are legal consequences for filing frivolous claims, including a countersuit by the parties who are wrongfully sued. If there is no basis for a claim, depositions by nurses and other health professionals can efficiently bring this to light.
Locate Documents. Attorneys
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CE ART I C L E may use the depo sition to find out what documents exist and how to locate those documents. Expedite Settlement. Many malpractice suits are settled after the opposing experts' depositions. Once the attorney s can evaluate the relative persuasiveness of their experts, along with all of the depositions of material and party witnesses, the process of estimating the jury verdict is more accurate.
BASIC RULES FOR TESTIFYING IN A DEPOSITION
The following rules are adapted from an article (Wall ace, 1993 ) which provides the basics for any witness preparing for a deposition. 1. Remember that a deposition is a question and answer period, and the only goal as a witness is to accurately explain the facts. 2. Speak slowly, clearly, and succinctly. The court reporter must take down everything that is said, so nodding is an inadequate answer. 3. It is better to say "I don't know"
or "I don 't remember" than to guess or approximate. 4. Be prepared. Review all pertinent records prior to the deposition.
Tell the attorney any damaging information that may come up. It is helpful for both the witness and the attorney to have a forthright, prepared response when damaging information comes up. 5. Do not discuss the deposition outside of the privacy of the attorneyclient relationship. Casual comments might get back to the opposing counsel. 6. Be physically prepared. If you have a tendency to become physiologically aroused when speaking to groups, or if you are very anxious, practice answering questions with your attorney or with a tape recorder and ask "worst case scenario" questions. Get a good night's sleep and practice relaxation. Feel free to take hourly breaks , walk down the hall , talk to your attorney, get a drink of water, or go to the bathroom. 7. Pause before answering each question. If a question is at all unclear, or sounds like a "have you stopped beating your wife yet?" question, ask for clarification . 8. Answer only what is asked. Remember, one goal of a depo sition is to obtain useful unsolicited information . At the same time, if you feel that an answer you gave is incomplete or gives an inaccurate impression, feel free to ask to clarify your response (as illustrated in the Table) . 9. Create a confident, professional image. Dress professionally. This means either business attire or appropriate nursing uniform. Remember, this is an opportunity to educate others about your position . Maintain good eye contact, keep your cool and , if possible, convey the impression that this is simply another part of your job.
AVOIDING PITFALLS
Once a witness becomes shaken , either from some internal realization that occurs during the course of a deposition or from a particularly condescending tactic used by the opposing attorney, it is hard to regain composure. Keep this in mind: if you feel shaken take a break, then "let it go." Remember, a goal of cross examination is to discredit a witness. This is nothing against you personally ; it is simply a key element of the adversarial process. 1. Do not become argumentative or outraged. This simply reduces both attorneys' opinions of how you will perform in court. 2. If you make a mistake, acknowledge it and ask to clarify your previous response.
Do not ask your attorney or other
witnesses what to say. There are strict rules that prohibit such discussions. You may ask your attorney to help you think about potential questions, but only you can answer them. There is nothing wrong if you have had discussions about the incident or the lawsuit with your colleagues. However, it is wise to limit these discussions, as they are discoverable (Feutz-Harter, 1993) . 4. Be wary of questions that use "always," "never," double negatives, or hypothetical situations. These are classic ploys to get answers that are not exactly what you intended to say. 5. Remember, once you have listed a text or article as authoritative, the opposing attorney will surely find something in it that contradicts some aspect of your testimony. It is better to say that you evaluate the strengths and flaws of any given treatise; however, you may refer to them for specific support of your position. 6. Ask to read and sign the transcript of your deposition. This is a critical opportunity for you to catch transcription errors and to review your testimony. This is not, however, a way to change the substance of your testimony.
DEPOSITION OUTLINE
The following questions adapted from Fish (1987) Many more questions about training and experience will be asked to determine the qualifications of an expert witness. In addition, these questions also will be asked: • How much are you charging to review the records in this case? • How much are you charging to give testimony? • What is your opinion regarding the care rendered to this client? • How many similar cases have you reviewed? 4. Questions to Consider Before a Deposition These questions can lure an unsuspecting witness into giving information that locks them into a restrictive position. Discuss how you plan to answer them ahead of time with your attorney. • In preparation for this deposition, what documents did you review, including records, books, notes, bills, depositions of others, and journals? • What are the titles and authors of the last three journal articles you have read?
• What publications do you own or subscribe to that discuss this subject? These are authoritative, are they not? Why do you subscribe to them? • Does your agency require you to record information in the medical record that you omitted? • Name each prior deposition examination you have attended. Were you a defendant, witness, or expert? What were the issues? What was the result of your depositions? • Have you ever been disciplined or had your license revoked? • Do you teach? What subjects? How many hours a week do you teach? What is your compensation? • What insurance coverage do you have for this event?
• Have you ever been denied insurance coverage of any kind? Why? • What lawsuits have been filed against you in the past? • Do you consider any texts authoritative?
CONCLUSION
Nurses need to be confident and prepared for giving depositions. The variety of litigation encountered in the area of occupational health is burgeoning . Nurses are being called to testify in suits involving potential malpractice, suits that claim violation of the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), suits that allege invasion of privacy, and numerous other disputes between employees and employers.
Workers' compensation continues to be a fertile field for nurse
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